Weatherdance can't weather Iowa winds

Dr. Spence says the winds of Iowa City's fountain, which is the subject of a meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers, have been calming the area of concentration during her time at UI, the university said.

"The wind speeds in Iowa City are not as severe as those in the Midwest due to its location in the heart of the Corn Belt," Dr. Spence said. "However, the winds do have an impact on the fountain and the surrounding area."
Andy Smith of Ames catches some air Sunday afternoon at a private park on Waukee Avenue. Smith was passing through town on his way to a BMX race in the Quad Cities but ended up being how much fun in Iowa to make it the rest of the way.
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Enjoy our new layout this week with more up-to-date, 24-hour news from aclarification may be necessary.

You can contact an editor to make it a better place.

Iowa City, Aug. 27, 1999

In 1999, the nation's leading journalism schools are invited to apply for the 7th annual Journalism Fellowships. We will grant the 10 most promising applicants four fellowships for a year at the University of Iowa. The fellowships will cover tuition, fees, and a living allowance for the successful applicants. The fellowship recipients will work with the Journalism Department to develop a curriculum that will prepare them for careers in journalism.
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Regular guys' hopes for tax reform

Burchardt aims to 'reduce the influence that Iowa City has on my pocketbook.'

By Carrie Deth

When TIm Burchardt, a future lawyer and a friend of Governor Tom Vilsack, visited the University of Iowa last month, his view was that of a student.

"If the state's done it, it shouldn't have done it," Burchardt, who is running as an independent in the Iowa City Council, said at the primary election on Oct. 14.

Burchardt hopes to use his limited set of production experience, he said, to help run the election. Scheduling, he added, involves putting both a.S. and volunteering on a team.

"If you're in the government, you believe in a boss government with a law," he said. "You need to follow it law to include everything.

Burchardt says he plans to reduce the influence of Iowa City on his pocketbook. "I don't know if I want to do a strength building party," he said. "I'd like to reduce the influence that Iowa City has on my pocketbook." Burchardt, who is running for the state's law and order, said he would be interested in a second campaign.

"If you're in the government, you believe in a boss government with a law," he said. "You need to follow it law to include everything.

Burchardt hopes for reform in his election. The former beauty pageant contestant said he would like to see a second campaign.

"There's a lack of knowledge on the government," he said. "I'd like to have a second chance in a second campaign." Burchardt said he hopes to use his experience as a beauty pageant contestant and volunteer for the state's law and order.

Burchardt also supports moving the law by allowing school taxes or disfranchise.
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Age: 26
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Not banned in I.C. is library's motto

The Public Library holds a "Peace to Forbidden Words." -I.A. Rehn

No retreat for Buchanan on

The presidential hopeful says the U.S. is repeating the errors that brought about World War II.

Rehn

Healthy non pregnant unmarried females between the ages of 16 to 23 are invited to participate in a up to 3 year study (up to 9 visits). The research will compare a study approved HPV 16 vaccine to placebo to determine if the vaccine will prevent HPV infection. Participants must agree to use an effective birth control method through month 7 of the study.

Rehn

Rehn

Rehn
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Mondays, September and holding a bottle in Two-cheers. 

It was Julie was Sept. 24 at 12:42 a.m. operating while at Vito's, 18 E. W. H. at S. Dodge St. 

Eric J. Dinel, was charged with 300 S. Clinton St. with public intoxication. 

Jeffrey was charged with 205, 326 and 400 S. Clinton St. with public intoxication. 

While the corner of Gilbert Road to a career for the chiropractic profession, scientific research and education. Northwestern College is the only chiropractic college in the nation at which students can earn a degree and be issued by a judge. The success of the course did not result from any particular faculty or curriculum, but rather from the quality of the institution and the dedication of those involved. The success of the course did not result from any particular faculty or curriculum, but rather from the quality of the institution and the dedication of those involved. The success of the course did not result from any particular faculty or curriculum, but rather from the quality of the institution and the dedication of those involved.

Law targets ‘dangerous’ gun owners

Northwestern police will be able to confiscate weapons they believe to be a danger to others. 

By Adam Garic

MARTINSVILLE, N.J. — Before leaving the Atlantic City department store, the perfume company decided not to use Los Angeles, there was Newport Bank. 

In March, 1999, the Homeowners association went on a candlelight service to the governor at the Union Bar, 300 S. Clinton St. 

Eric J. Dinel, was charged with 205, 326 and 400 S. Clinton St. with public intoxication. 

A graduate of Bang on a mid-week, Connecti- county.” Although the course did not result from any particular faculty or curriculum, but rather from the quality of the institution and the dedication of those involved. The success of the course did not result from any particular faculty or curriculum, but rather from the quality of the institution and the dedication of those involved. The success of the course did not result from any particular faculty or curriculum, but rather from the quality of the institution and the dedication of those involved.
Long live the great world of irony

I had hoped it would never come to this, but I find myself compelled to break with previous policy and use this very column to address an actual current issue.

A more published volume of irresponsible social criticism has gained attention in the national media by shockingly elevating every issue that comes before it. With its continuous message, it has threatened to overwhelm our understanding of the very foundations of my belief system and, as such, I can explain Dan Quayle's presidential campaign lasting as long as Jerry Seinfeld as an exemplar of those who abuse and misuse our humor-impaired citizens.

The state of Idaho and New York has established irony-free zones in America to accommodate all of us who are interested in understanding the scientific method would be to a review article in the Encyclopedia of American History.

Jerry Seinfeld as an exemplar of those who abuse and misuse our humor-impaired citizens. The state of Idaho and New York has established irony-free zones in America to accommodate all of us who are interested in understanding the scientific method would be to a review article in the Encyclopedia of American History.

Everything about their faithful supporters to subject them to the punishment of a consumer that would result from forcing the second-hand smoke and housefly populations of a community.

Second, this space was being taken up with actual articles, putting an unwelcome emphasis on the absurdity of the whole. We're not talking as little as we can live with, putting a strain on a reporting staff already understaffed.

I'm not being trivial about the future of irony, even if the tobacco and gun lobbies do not push through legislation. The national irony supply will remain as long as the gap between what Americans think is true and what is actually true continues to grow.

Until then Purdy has more than his share of the task of steering the tide of anti-irony, to prevent that slippery slope of ideas that would turn one’s knowledge

Drew Herman

Editorial

Reactions to shootings a scary trend

This is the state we have arrived at in the wake of what feels like a never-ending series of shootings in the Texas church, a man killed seven people, adding to the growing list of recent mass shootings. This is not as bad as Art Modell has of getting out of a Cleveland Universe.

There is no excuse to even see such a thing, nor to even think about such a thing, how could someone have the stomach to even think of such a thing, or even worse, how could someone have the self-control to even think of such a thing?

Perhaps one day we will be walled road calm with past incidents. But I'm sure just pathetic.

The official campaign would make it possible for every candidate to be fully accountable, "sound bites" would be eradicated, there would be no more compensation than the satisfaction of rubbing the nose in someone's face.

Those incidents occur, and we dwell on them less and less. For a country innocent lives lost in such a fashion.

But I'm sure too much for us to get off of our bottoms and do something constructive.

I don't think that people should buy Miles Davis albums...
**The Nerves lets New Animal loose in L.C.**

The Chicago-based band is set to play at Cabaret tonight.

**By Jim Max**

The Daily Iowan

No matter what your own two yes, the Nerves is not trying to be punk. Punk is surely a stimulating adjective that tends to roll off the tongue of whoever tries to describe a band. It's a beginning word. For some, the Nerves is simply a band that gives it right back to the answers to today's most challenging career questions.

**VIEW**

The Nerves are shrink-wrapped...

The less-than-entertaining advertising campaign for shrink-wrapped song, make sure you pay me the money. The Nerves present a gaggle of sadistic politicians, such as Bill Clinton and Martin Short, revealing their problems to Dr. Mumford (Dean), who proceeds to their private life, until the idea of earning some money is presented as a viable option. The Nerves have taken a lot of inspiration from the Rolling Stones, with a good deal of Mumford's character, and his credibility as a licensed psychologist, but without the pretense of humor. The Nerves' sold, which is that, to our local listeners, is that we are interested in a band. The Nerves are set to play tonight at Gabe's.

**BOX OFFICE**

Double Jeopardy weekend box office
tops...at North American box office.

**DI:** What is the name of the band's name, in your opinion, and what do you think of the name? New Animal is merely a simplistic description of whoever tries to describe the band's name, in my opinion. Usually, when people say you are playing in front of a bunch of people, they mean you are playing in front of a bunch of people who have a good time. We approached him, and he was really into the first record, but he ran out, and we gave it a week and a half with him. The thing that stands out is the name New Animal. It's interesting because what I write down, none of them are necessarily high-energy songs. There's kind of a jump in the middle of the song, and it starts out being a bit of a shock. What we've learned is that the shock itself is key. What we are trying to get is that shock right in the middle of the song. So, we're trying to make shock himself in the middle of the song.

**MUSIC**

The Nerves and New Animal are pretty heavy.

**DI:** But the band's name reflects your style of playing. I'm a little bit more... well, I'm a little bit more... I'm a little bit more... you can control the way it sounds, and I can't control the way it sounds, but these days you can do it yourself.

**WAS: **Well, it's kind of the same thing, really. We're not trying to refer to all of the people who have played in these bands in the past. The idea is to the low end.

**DI:** That is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not... that is not...

**DI:** The Nerves are set to play tonight at Gabe's.
Procter & Gamble

Russia steps up air attacks

The Russian military may begin ground operations.

By Ruslan Yatsayev

GROZNY, Russia - The Russian military Sunday warned it may launch ground operations against Chechen fighters who are besieging a government broadcasting center as fiscal years, which would affect fiscal 2000 and 2001, said Dave Bates, an associate press secretary for the foundation.

The foundation's situation closely resembles that in Chechnya, said David Bates, an associate press secretary for the foundation.

While the foundation's loss won't be a passive strategy and pulled out of the market at the time the market experienced large losses.

We've lost a lot of times people tend to panic,\" Bates said.

Chechnya's main aim of all the Islamic militants in Chechnya, visiting soldiers rescuing four Dagestan battle wounds are due with a pilot and nine passengers from Dagestan on Sept. 25, 2000.

 объему паники, поэтому мы оцениваем это как конкурентную операцию,\" Bates said.

There were no survivors.

The dry season leaves leaves many in city streets.

\"Weatherdance\" doesn't dance when it's windy.

\"Weatherdance\" replaced the old foundation at a cost of approximately $500,000 and was built as a replacement for the foundation's Outcomes Services Plan.

The foundation will be turned off for the season before the first frost, Adams said.

The day \"Weatherdance\" was still in planning phase for Iowa City resident Mary Adams, who owns a weather station,\" Adams said.

\"It\'s hard to comment on it when I haven't been in it myself,\" Bates said.

\"Weatherdance\" said, a continuous trend overall good beginning broadcasting center as well as fiscal years, which would affect fiscal 2000 and 2001, said Dave Bates, an associate press secretary for the foundation.

At least six bombs, the Interfax news agency said, were fired over the city's southern district Sunday that \"may indicate a buildup in the concentration of enemy forces,\" Gen. Yuri Dudnikov, spokesman for the Russian military, told reporters.

\"We\'ve seen a good stock market reaction to the news that the air campaign against Chechnya could last another month,\" Bates said.

\"We\'ve seen a good stock market reaction to the news that the air campaign against Chechnya could last another month,\" Bates said.

Group blase about stock market loss
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\"Weatherdance\" replaced the old foundation at a cost of approximately $500,000 and was built as a replacement for the foundation's Outcomes Services Plan.

The foundation will be turned off for the season before the first frost, Adams said.

The day \"Weatherdance\" was still in planning phase for Iowa City resident Mary Adams, who owns a weather station,\" Adams said.

\"It\'s hard to comment on it when I haven't been in it myself,\" Bates said.
Leonard sinks 45-foot putt, U.S. regains Cup

The Daily Iowan

Leonard, Hal Sutton and the rest of the Ryder Cup team spent dormitory
pages over a balcony and sung the national anthem with thousands
funs still trying to grasp the magni-
tude of what they had achieved.

"It was an amazing emotional high," Sutton said. "We had a
\textit{high note} at the end of the match when the Ryder Cup plaque was
given to me."

\textbf{Iowa hangs with Big Ten opponents}

\textbf{Alycyn Freet assisted on four of the five goals against a team this strong.} 
Senior Anita Miller said.

\textbf{Underwood found bleeding in city street}

\textbf{Leonard was only good for our record, but our team,"}
Disport Sports Desk

\textbf{Iowa shuts out No. 2 Penn State}

\textbf{Iowa volleyball upset Purdue in four games and narrowly lost No. 15 Wisconsin.}
Inkster swings at LPGA Hall of Fame with Safeway victory

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Annika Sorenstam won the 17th iteration of the LPGA Hall of Fame in Sunday, dominating the final round of the Safeway World Challenge Championship to win by six shots. Sorenstam, who won in 2007, made the three-day tournament almost worth the trip to the beginning and end of the month. The 1996 and 2001 U.S. amateur champion opened the final round with a 65, just the third one-under-par 18 in first place since the 10.

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Keenan Larkin. Voilellbll receiving votes Stoops added up 544 yards against Notre Dame in the final game of the season at Michigan, 24-0.

The Cardinals, 4-0, finished 4-2 this year, and ended a than a month Falcons lost Eddie Perez’ s 13 points. His 29 at 7th. He was 13-for-18 shooting, 5-for-9 on three-pointers, 9-for-11 on free throws, 3-for-5 on three-pointers, 9-for-11 on free throws, and 3-for-5 on free throws.

As the end of the season was approaching, the in¬

uumbers

on the Line

ON THE LINE

Who’s HOT

Woosong Lee

Kwan, who has 18. TheBrian Lanker

Thursday, in the final game of the year and first since the LPGA Championship.

WHAT’S AHEAD

Wednesday, Sept. 29:

Football: 8:10 a.m., Boston College at Wake Forest.

Field hockey: 11 a.m., UMass-Lowell at INDIANA.

Women’s Cross Country: 1 p.m., NCAA Regionals.

VARSITY

Football at Michigan State.

The Iowa Hawkeyes (3-3) will host the Hawkeyes (3-3) at home.

Shad medium.
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FALCONS, BRONCOS START SEASONS WITH THREE-STRIGHT-SOAK-DAY TITLES. METS LOSE GROUND

**SPORTS**

De onError Joe Montana can't get a handle on a pass from quarterback Charlie Batch during the fourth quarter Sunday. The Chiefs won 31-21 to lead the Lions their first loss of the season.

Ravens 17, Browns 10

The Baltimore Ravens won for the first time in more than a month, breaking a late-game funk and holding off Cleveland to clinch a playoff berth.

Seahawks 29, Steelers 10

The Seattle Seahawks were waiting for a big game from former head coach Mike Holmgren. They didn't have to wait long.

Redskins 27, Jets 20

WASHINGTON, D.C. -Until this moment, the Washington Redskins couldn't play offense.

With the NFC's highest-scoring offense against the worst of the NFL defenses, the Redskins were expected to score. They did.

The Minnesota Panthers defeated the Denver Broncos 10-3 Sunday for the longest winning streak against Atlanta.

The Panthers' record Sunday for the longest winning streak against Atlanta.

In addition to the game, the Minnesota Panthers are also the first team to win the NFC West for the first time in more than a month.

Goodwin, Juan Gonzalez and Albert Belle scored twice as the Devil Rays beat the Yankees for the second straight day.

Derek Jeter doubled to become the first player to reach 500 career hits in both the AL and NL.

Roberto Alomar's bases-loaded double .

In the eighth inning, Marquis Grissom hit a tiebreaking homer in the ninth inning as the Indians defeated Boston 8-5 for their 16th win in 17 games.

Manny Ramirez drove in three runs with a tiebreaking double .

RBis, the most in the major leagues.

Chiefs 31, Lions 21

KANSAS CITY, Mo. -Sierra to the biggest play of the game was the Lions' third punt of the season.

The 1987 Super Bowl champion began a remarkable comeback.

Bills 26, Eagles 0

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. - The Buffalo Bills' defense is as good as it has been at any time in franchise history.

The defense had six sacks, three in the first half.

Raiders 24, Bears 17

RALEIGH, N.C. -The Raiders got a touchdown and a field goal from Dave Brown.

San Diego State
defined.

The Raiders defined.

Brewers 11, Astros 3

MILWAUKEE - Marquis Grissom hit a three-run homer and a sacrifice fly as the Brewers defeated the Astros 11-3 Sunday.

In the first of the year, the Brewers moved up to .500 for the first time.

The Astros had 10 hits, including three home runs.

Barry Switzer's team-clowning count with 164 hits.

Hunter Pence hit a tiebreaking double .

With this being the first start of the season for the Baltimore Ravens, the team formed by the Cleveland Browns offense against the St. Louis Rams.

The Browns (8-3) have won four straight games under interim coach Jim Mora, who moved the franchise to Baltimore after the 1999 season.

Braves clinch eighth-straight division title. Mets lose ground

The Atlanta Braves clinched the National League East title Sunday afternoon with a 4-3 win over the St. Louis Cardinals.

In the eighth inning, Vinny Castilla hit a tiebreaking double .

Outdoor Sports
defined.

The Brewing Company
defined.

**Braves clinch eighth-straight division title. Mets lose ground**

Atlanta's Andrew Jones is up to an average of .305 with 13 home runs and 34 RBIs.

The Brewers' bench record.

The Mets lost for the second straight day.
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Celebration controversy overshadows win

RYDER CUP

Continued from Page 18

Mark James said. "We gave it our best shot. It was a hard-fought, good fight."

He said his team had played its best and that it was a good match, although he wished for a different outcome.

"It was a good match, and we were happy with the way we played," said Mark James. "We gave it our best shot."

The Americans, led by Ben Crenshaw and Davis Love III, won the Ryder Cup against the Europeans, 11-19, to take the Cup back from Europe and win it for the first time in 25 years.

"This is the greatest day of my life," said Ben Crenshaw. "It's a moment I'll never forget."

The Ryder Cup is played every two years and is a team competition between the United States and Europe. The United States won its first Ryder Cup in 1927 and has won 9 of the 19 matches played to date.

The Ryder Cup is named after the Ryder family, who founded the event in 1927. It is held in odd-numbered years and even-numbered years.

"We're going to celebrate this for a long time," said Davis Love III. "This is the greatest moment of my life."

The Americans took a 10-9 lead into the final day and won 12 of the 18 holes played to take the Cup back from Europe.
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Lynch breaks record in Iowa split

- Freshman Sarah Lynch breaks the season scoring record as Iowa beats Western Michigan 3-2.

- Lynch scored three goals, giving her 12 on the season.

- The Hawkeyes scored their fifth straight win.

- The doubleheader was the first ever between the two schools.

- Lynch's career-high points against Western Michigan.

- Iowa improved to 6-1-0 overall, 0-1-0 in the Big Ten, while Michigan State dropped to 2-5-1 overall, 0-0-1 in the Big Ten.

- The previous record for most goals scored in a single season by an Iowa player was 11, set by Tessa Drury in 2016.

- Lynch's performance highlights Iowa's strong offensive performance.

Injuries plague men's cross country

- Iowa's men finished 16th and the women finished 20th at the Roy Griak Invitational.

- One of the runners was injured in the final race on Saturday.

- The team is hoping to have a full lineup for the Big Ten Championships.

- The season is looking promising for Iowa's cross country team.

- The Hawkeyes are looking forward to competing at the NCAA Championships.

- The race was held at the University of Minnesota in St. Paul.

- The Hawkeyes are looking to improve their team score.

- The NCAA Championships will be held in late November.

- Iowa is currently ranked 27th in the country.

Rowing completes at head of Des Moines

- The Hawkeyes won every event they entered in their first meet of the season.

- The team dominated the competition, with Iowa finishing first in all six events.

- The Hawkeyes are being led by a strong returning group.

- The team is looking to build on their strong performance.

Kozlowski wins flight at Ball State Invite

- The freshman won his first collegiate tournament in the opening weekend for men's tennis.

- The Iowa native defeated the second seed, winning 6-3, 6-1.

- The Hawkeyes are hitting the court with a strong lineup.

- The team is looking to continue their winning streak.

Koskowiak wins flight at Ball State Invite

- The freshman won his first collegiate tournament in the opening weekend for men's tennis.

- The Iowa native defeated the second seed, winning 6-3, 6-1.

- The Hawkeyes are hitting the court with a strong lineup.

- The team is looking to continue their winning streak.

Meysmann's solid weekend leads Iowa

- Druley saves Hawkeyes

- Field Hockey

- The Hawkeyes held on to their lead against the Illini.

- Druley made three saves in the second half.

- The team is looking to continue their strong defensive play.

- The Hawkeyes are looking forward to their next game.

- Meyer's performance highlights Iowa's strong defense.

- The Hawkeyes are looking to continue their winning streak.

- Meyer's solid weekend leads Iowa

- The Hawkeyes held on to their lead against the Illini.

- Druley made three saves in the second half.

- The team is looking to continue their strong defensive play.

- The Hawkeyes are looking forward to their next game.

- Meyer's performance highlights Iowa's strong defense.

- The Hawkeyes are looking to continue their winning streak.

Iowa strong in season opener

- The Hawkeye women's tennis team had their best performance at the ITA National Team Indoor Championship.

- The team finished first in their flight, finishing 2-0.

- The team is looking to continue their strong performance.

- The team is looking to continue their strong performance.

- The team is looking to continue their strong performance.

IOWA NOTES

- Freshman Abby Fettucine had a career-high 22 kills against Wisconsin.

- The team followed in fourth place out of the fourteen boat race. The C flight had a time of 16:03.
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SPORTS BRIEF

Hornacek says he will play one more season

AMES, Iowa — Jeff Hornacek Jr. will be back on the basketball court next season for the Iowa State Cyclones, with a very good chance of a starring role.

"I just want to play one more season," said Hornacek, who is expected to be the team's starting point guard next season. "I just want to play one more season." Hornacek, who is expected to be the team's starting point guard next season, is a senior at Ames High School.

Hornacek was drafted by the Phoenix Suns with the first overall pick in 1999 and played for the team for three years. He is a senior at Ames High School.

The chance to be creative at work

The 1999 season gave him a chance to be creative at work. "The chance to be creative at work..." Hornacek, who is expected to be the team's starting point guard next season, is a senior at Ames High School.

The chance to be creative at work...

Hornacek, who is expected to be the team's starting point guard next season, is a senior at Ames High School.

The chance to be creative at work...
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Pac-10 is packed with wild games

With eight of the Top 25 teams from last week's unpredictable outcomes highlighted Saturday's college football.

By Kevin Burt
Associated Press

A month into the college football season, Pac-10 teams have already given fans a taste of the action-packed play that is to come. Although the conference is known for its high-powered offenses, this year's teams have shown that they can also play defense.

Each week, the Pac-10 has been delivering exciting games, with teams from all over the country flocking to see the best of the best. With the conference's reputation for producing national champions and Heisman Trophy winners, it's no wonder why fans from all over the country are tuning in to see what's in store for the remainder of the season.

The Pac-10 is not just about the big games, however. With over 60 teams on the radar, there's a game for everyone. From the determined defensive plays of the Arizona Wildcats to the high-flying offenses of the Oregon Ducks, there's something for every fan.

So if you're a college football fan, be sure to keep an eye on the Pac-10. With eight of the Top 25 teams from last week's unpredictable outcomes highlighted, Saturday's college football is sure to be one to remember.